
Third Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If he ____________, he __________________ good work.1. (live) (do)had lived would have done

I _____________________ it for anything if I ____________.2.
(not/do) (know)

wouldn't have done had known

If he ______________ to take it, he __________________ nothing except
an office.
3.

(refuse) (lose)
had refused would have lost

If she ___________ the world was coming to an end her companions
________________________ more startled.
4.

(say) (not/look)
had said

could not have looked

If she ____________ he was going to be with us then, she
______________________ to go to it; for, as I have said, he takes up nearly
all her time, especially when he's only there for a short visit.

5.

(know) (not/fix)

had known
wouldn't have fixed

The language of the press, generally has been highly commendatory, and
if Dr. Mayo _______________ so conspicuous a rank as Prof. Simpson, of
Edinburgh, his new anaesthetic __________________________ at once in
every college of America and Europe.

6.

(occupy) (passive/adopt)

had occupied
would have been adopted

If you ___________ him, you _____________________ that all his life was
concentrated in his eyes.
7.

(see) (think)
had seen would have thought

Poor chap, he said that he __________________ crazy that day if we
__________________ him in.
8.

(go) (not/bring)
would have gone

had not brought

He _____________________ our regiment a higher compliment if he
______________ a week.
9.

(not/pay) (study)
couldn't have paid

had studied

If I ___________ you, you ________________________________ at
what I did.
10.

(tell) (not/passive/surprise)
had told would not have been surprised

He never ___________________ the trouble to go that far out of his way
if he _____________ something up his sleeve.
11.

(take) (not/have)
would have taken

hadn't had

If worlds _______________ on my answer, I
_________________________ a word!
12.

(depend) (not/utter)
had depended

could not have uttered
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I ______________________ him if he ___________________ that I
should do something with the chest, which contains all his money and papers.
13.

(not/leave) (not/insist)

would not have left had not insisted

It is a shallow reading of history to attribute the final break with Rome to
the unbridled passion of Henry VIII.; that was an occasion only: if it
_______________ that, it __________________ something else.

14.

(not/be) (be)
had not been would have been

If I _____________, my voice _____________________ a sting in it.15.
(speak) (carry)

had spoken would have carried

I found I had hosts of friends, and no doubt ___________________ some
relations if I ____________.
16.

(find) (try)
could have found

had tried

If it ________________, some one __________________ me about it.17.
(succeed) (tell)

had succeeded would have told

If we ___________ so, it __________________ us very unhealthy and
altogether miserable.
18.

(do) (make)
had done would have made

If you ___________ willing to wait a while, a year or so, you
_________________ the position in a perfectly honorable way.
19.

(be) (get)
had been

could have got

If she _______________ that she did think so, I believe he
_________________________ a howl.
20.

(answer) (break into)
had answered

would have broken into
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